
Sapphire Technologies 

develops and manufactures 

energy recovery systems 

that harness the power of 

gas expansion to produce 

reliable and clean electricity 

– reducing global carbon 

footprint.

Our systems are designed to convert energy 

wasted in pressure reduction processes into 

electric power without interrupting operations. By 

recovering this wasted pressure energy, we help 

companies maximize plant efficiencies, improve 

productivity, reduce carbon emissions, offset 

electrical costs and generate cashflow.

Driving Global 
Decarbonization
Our vision is to improve the way the world

harvests and utilizes energy.

Sapphire Technologies enables companies to make meaningful progress


toward their environmental, social and governance (ESG) goals,


while demonstrating strong financial returns.
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Carbon Footprint Reduction

Carbon emission reduction is the cornerstone of 

our mission. Sapphire Technologies’ FreeSpin® 

In-line Turboexpander solution converts wasted 

energy into usable electricity, offsetting CO2 

emissions throughout the gas transportation and 

distribution network. Each FreeSpin® system 

generates up to 2.6 GWh of clean energy each 

year, enough to light 700 homes in New York City 

and offset 2,000 tons CO2e, the equivalent of 

4,360 barrels of oil consumed.

Environmental Compliance

Cumulative global investment in clean 

technologies is projected to reach $131 trillion by 

2050.* Cleantech’s growth illustrates a long-term 

shift in how the world thinks about energy. 

Sapphire Technologies is helping drive this shift 

by enabling pipeline operators to generate clean 

energy from their single largest asset – the 

pipeline itself.

* According to the International Energy Agency
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Backed with industry-leading 

expertise, our team is highly 

experienced in electromechanical and 

process engineering. We are known 

for building successful energy 

recovery projects.



The transformative solutions developed 

by Sapphire Technologies have natural 

gas and hydrogen applications among 

others, allowing us to serve as an 

enduring, long-term partner.

Revenue Generation

Sapphire’s FreeSpin® In-line 

Turboexpander is designed to 

minimize capital expenditure and 

operating expense, making our 

technology accessible to companies 

of every size. Compact design and 

modular construction make the 

FreeSpin® easy to install and 

maintain. Our system utilizes reliable 

active magnetic bearings to deliver 

continuous uptime with a 20-year 

design life. The simplicity of the 

FreeSpin design enables a cost-

effective solution for power 

generation. The average payback on 

a system is typically less than two 

years, depending on the wholesale 

price of electricity.

Tax-Advantaged 
Investment

Government-led incentive programs 

encourage companies to reduce 

carbon emissions. Companies can 

qualify for an investment tax credit 

of up to 26% for projects that are 

placed in service by 2024. Sapphire’s 

FreeSpin® In-line Turboexpander can 

help companies achieve their carbon 

reduction goals and avoid penalties.
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Expander/Turbine Wheel

Active Magnetic

Bearings

Inlet Guide Vanes

High-Speed Permanent

Magnet Generator

FreeSpin® In-Line 
Turboexpander

Sapphire Technologies’ FreeSpin® In-line 

Turboexpander (FIT) uses advanced 

magnetic technologies that reduce gas 

pressure and provide a way to capture 

the energy lost in pressure reduction.

The FIT systems extract kinetic energy 

from the pressure reduction at the 

various stages of gas processing and 

distribution and allow for the generation 

of electricity with no added pollution.

Zero Emissions
Proven Fuel-free Power Generation

Low Maintenance
Hermetically Sealed Module

Efficient
High-speed Permanent Magnet Generator

Reliable
Reliable Active Magnetic Bearings
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Your Partner in Clean Energy

Sapphire Technologies is located on a seven-acre campus, which includes a state-of-the-art test 

facility. Backed by innovative shareholders, including Chevron Technology Ventures and Equinor 

Ventures, Sapphire Technologies will serve as an enduring, long-term partner and transition with 

your company to meet your current and future energy recovery needs.

Ready to harness the

power of gas expansion?
Contact us today to learn how Sapphire’s FreeSpin In-line Turboexpander 

can generate clean electricity for your company.
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